
Deciding Provability of Linear LogicFormulasTo appear in Advances in Linear LogicLondon Mathematical Society Lecture Notes Series, Cambridge Univ. PressPatrick Lincoln�December 15, 1994A great deal of insight about a logic can be derived from the studyof the di�culty of deciding if a given formula is provable in thatlogic. Most �rst order logics are undecidable and are linear timedecidable with no quanti�ers and no propositional symbols. How-ever, logics di�er greatly in the complexity of deciding propositionalformulas. For example, �rst-order classical logic is undecidable,propositional classical logic is np-complete, and constant-only clas-sical logic is decidable in linear time. Intuitionistic logic shares thesame complexity characterization as classical logic except at thepropositional level, where intuitionistic logic is pspace-complete.In this survey we review the available results characterizing vari-ous fragments of linear logic. Surprises include the fact that bothpropositional and constant-only linear logic are undecidable. Theresults of these studies can be used to guide further proof-theoreticexploration, the study of semantics, and the construction of theo-rem provers and logic programming languages.1 IntroductionThere are many interesting fragments of linear logic worthy of study in theirown right, most described by the connectives which they employ. Full linearlogic includes all the logical connectives, which come in three dual pairs: theexponentials ! and ?, the additives & and �, and the multiplicatives 
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Patrick LincolnFor the most part we will consider fragments of linear logic built up using theseconnectives in any combination. For example, full linear logic formulas mayemploy any connective, while multiplicative linear logic (MLL) formulas con-tain only the multiplicative connectives 
 and ............................................................................................... ,and multiplicative-additivelinear logic (MALL) formulas contain only the multiplicative and additive con-nectives 
, ............................................................................................... , &, and �. In some cases it is easier to read a formula such asA............................................................................................... B using A?��B (which may be read right-to-left as the de�nition of theconnective ��). Using the connective �� one can de�ne other more speci�cfragments such as the Horn fragment of MLL [25], but these results will belargely omitted here.In order to gain an intuition about provability, we will usually be speakinginformally of a computational process searching for a proof of a formula fromthe bottom up in a sequent-calculus. Thus given a conclusion sequent, weattempt to �nd its proof by trying each possible instance of each sequent proofrule. This point of view directly corresponds to the computational model oflogic programming. Reading the sequent rules bottom-up can then lead toinsights about the meanings of those rules. For example, the contraction rulecan be seen as copying the principle formula, and the weakening rule can beseen as throwing it away. Not all complexity results directly ow from thisviewpoint, but it is a useful starting point.Linear logic has a great control over resources, through the elimination ofweakening and contraction, and the explicit addition of a reusable (modal)operator. As will be surveyed below, the combination of these features yieldsa great deal of expressive power.2 Propositional Linear LogicThe propositional fragment is considered �rst, since these results are centralto the results for �rst order and constant-only logics.2.1 Full Propositional Linear LogicAlthough propositional linear logic was known to be very expressive, it wasthought to be decidable for some time before a proof of undecidability sur-faced [32, 31]. Briey, the proof of undecidability goes by encoding an unde-cidable halting problem. A proof, read bottom up, directly corresponds to acomputation. The proof of the undecidability of full linear logic proceeds byreduction of a form of alternating counter machine to propositional linear logic.An and-branching two-counter machine (ACM) is a nondeterministic machinewith a �nite set of states. A con�guration is a triple hQi; A; Bi, where Qi isa state, and A and B are natural numbers, the values of two counters. An



Deciding Provability of Linear Logic FormulasACM has a �nite set of instructions of �ve kinds: Increment-A, Increment-B, Decrement-A, Decrement-B, and Fork. The Increment and Decre-ment instructions operate as they do in standard counter machines [39]. TheFork instruction causes a machine to split into two independent machines:from state hQi; A; Bi a machine taking the transition QiForkQj; Qk resultsin two machines, hQj; A; Bi and hQk; A; Bi. Thus an instantaneous descrip-tion is a set of machine con�gurations, which is accepting only if all machinecon�gurations are in the �nal state, and all counters are zero. ACM's areessentially alternating Petri nets, and have an undecidable halting problem.It is convenient to use ACM's as opposed to standard counter machines toshow undecidability, since zero-test has no natural counterpart in linear logic,but there is a natural counterpart of Fork: the additive conjunction &. Theremaining ACM instructions may be encoded using techniques very similar tothe well-studied Petri net reachability encodings [8, 18, 38, 9, 16]. The fullproof of undecidability is presented in [32].2.2 Propositional Multiplicative-Additive Linear LogicThe multiplicative-additive fragment of linear logic (MALL) excludes the reusablemodals !; ?. Thus, every formula is \used" at most once in any branch of anycut-free MALL proof. Also, in every non-cut MALL rule, each hypothesissequent has a smaller number of symbols than the conclusion sequent. Thisprovides an immediate linear bound on the depth of cut-free MALL proofs.Since MALL enjoys a cut-elimination property [17], there is a nondeterministicPSPACE algorithm to decide MALL sequents based on simply guessing andchecking the proof, recoding only the branch of the sequent proof from theroot to the current point.To show that MALL is PSPACE-Hard, one can encode classical quanti�edboolean formulas (QBF). For simplicity one may assume that a QBF is pre-sented in prenex form. The quanti�er-free formula may be encoded using truthtables, but the quanti�ers present some di�culty. One may encode quanti�ersusing the additives: 8x as (x&x?), and 9x as (x � x?). This encoding hasincorrect behavior in that it does not respect quanti�er order, but using mul-tiplicative connectives as \locks and keys" one can enforce an ordering uponthe encoding of quanti�ers to achieve soundness and completeness. The fullproof of pspace-completeness is presented in [32].2.3 Propositional Multiplicative Linear LogicThe multiplicative fragment of linear logic contains only the connectives 
and ............................................................................................... (or equivalently 
 and ��), a set of propositions, and the constants 1and ?. The decision problem for this fragment is in np, since an entire cut-



Patrick Lincolnfree multiplicative proof may be guessed and checked in polynomial time (notethat every connective is analyzed exactly once in any cut-free MLL proof). Thedecision problem is np-hard by reduction from 3-Partition, a problem whichrequires a perfect partitioning of groups of objects in much the same way thatlinear logic requires a complete accounting of propositions [23, 24, 25]. Theproof of correctness of the encoding makes heavy use of the `balanced' propertyof MLL, which states that if a formula is provable in MLL, then the numberof positive and negative occurrences of each literal are equal. This propertycan be used as a necessary condition to provability in MLL theorem proversor logic programming systems.3 Constant-Only Linear Logic3.1 Constant-Only Multiplicative Linear LogicSome time ago, Girard developed a necessary condition for the provabilityof comll expressions based on the following de�nition a function M fromconstant multiplicative linear expressions to the integers:M(1) = 1M(?) = 0M(A ............................................................................................... B) = M(A) +M(B)M(A 
 B) = M(A) +M(B)� 1Girard showed that if a constant-only MLL formula A is provable thenM(A) =1. There was a question about whether some similar measure might be used onconstant-only MLL formulas that would be necessary and su�cient for prov-ability. It turns out that there is no e�ciently computable measure function onthis class of formulas, as shown by an encoding of 3-Partition in constant-onlyMLL [36]. This work points out that the multiplicative constants 1 and ?have very `propositional' behavior. The bottom line is that even for constant-only expressions of MLL deciding provability is np-complete. This result hashad an impact on the study of proof nets. Later results have generalized thisresult by providing general translations from arbitrary balanced MLL propo-sitional formulas to constant-only MLL formulas [22, 26]. Together with thenp-completeness of propositional MLL, these translations provide an alternateproof of the np-completeness of constant-only MLL.3.2 Constant-Only Full Linear LogicAmazingly, constant-only full linear logic is just as di�cult to decide as propo-sitional full linear logic [26]. Extending the work mentioned above, it is possi-ble to translate any full propositional LL formula into a constant-only formula



Deciding Provability of Linear Logic Formulaspreserving provability using enumerations of constant-only formulas. Sincepropositional linear logic is undecidable, so then is constant-only propositionallinear logic. This is remarkable, since the building blocks of expressions areso elementary. In fact, the encodings can be tuned to produce very restrictedformulas containing multiple copies of only one constant (either 1 or ?).3.3 Constant-Only Multiplicative-Additive Linear LogicThe encodings mentioned above can be seen to produce only polynomial growthin the size of formulas. Thus directly translating a class of pspace-hard propo-sitional MALL formulas into constant-only MALL immediately produces theresult that constant-only MALL is pspace-complete [26].4 First Order Linear Logic4.1 Full First Order Linear LogicGirard's translation of �rst-order classical logic into �rst order linear logic [17]demonstrates that �rst order linear logic is undecidable. One could imaginecoding up a Turing machine where the instructions are exponential formulascontaining implications from one state to another, and the current state ofthe machine are represented using �rst order term structure. The conclusionsequent would contain these instructions, an initial state, and a �nal state.The exponential nature of instructions allows them to be copied and reusedarbitrarily often. The quanti�er rules allow the instructions to be instantiatedto the current state. Thus a Turing machine computation could be read fromany cut-free proof of this conclusion sequent bottom up, the intermediate statesappearing directly in the sequents all along the way.4.2 First Order Multiplicative-Additive Linear LogicWithout the exponentials, �rst order MALL is decidable [35]. Intuitively, thisstems from the lack of the ability to copy the instructions for reuse. How-ever, there is no readily apparent decision procedure for this fragment sincethe quanti�er rules allow sequents of arbitrary size to appear even in cut-freeproofs. The technique showing decidability sketched here [35] provides a tightcomplexity bound for �rst order MALL and MLL.4.2.1 Deciding �rst order MALLThe key problem to deciding �rst order MALL is the lack of control overthe existential rule. Reading the rule bottom up we have no idea how to



Patrick Lincolnguess or bound the size of the instantiating term. However, this is a falseunboundedness. In classical logic, one can apply Skolemization to removequanti�ers altogether, with changes to the proof rule for identity to requireuni�cation. If we could obtain a similar result for linear logic, we could thenobtain an immediate bound on the size of instantiations of terms, and thus abound on the size of the entire sequent proof. Unfortunately, Skolemization isunsound in linear logic, as the following example demonstrates:` (9x:p?............................................................................................... q?(x)); (8y:q(y))
 pThis formula is unprovable in �rst order linear logic, but when Skolemized itbecomes ` p?............................................................................................... q?(v); q(c)
 p which unfortunately is provable in linear logicaugmented with uni�cation (v  c).One can view Skolemization in classical logic as the combination of threetechniques: converting the formula to prenex form, permuting the use of quan-ti�er rules below propositional inferences, and changing the quanti�er rules toinstantiate quanti�ers with speci�c (bounded) terms. Decidability dependsonly on the last, which is fortunate since neither of the other techniques applyto linear logic in their full generality. In [35, 13] proof systems are developedwhere the quanti�er rules are converted into a form without unbounded guess-ing. The resulting system generates cut-free proofs of at most exponential sizefor �rst-order MALL formulas. It is possible to immediately generate a stan-dard �rst-order linear logic proof from a proof in this modi�ed system. Thusthis fragment can be decided in nexptime by guessing and checking the entireproof in the modi�ed system.4.2.2 Hardness of �rst-order MALLAs shown above, �rst-order MALL is decidable, and at most nexptime-hard.By the propositional result sketched above, it was known to be at least pspace-hard. The gap was closed by developing a direct encoding of nondeterministicexponential time Turing machines [33]. This encoding is reminiscent of thestandard proof of the pspace-hardness of quanti�ed boolean formula valid-ity [43, 21], and is related to the logic programming simulation of Turingmachines given in [42]. This encoding in �rst order MALL formulas is some-what unique in that the computation is read `across the top' of a completedcut-free proof, rather than `bottom up', which is utilized in most of the above-described results. The result is that Turing machine instructions are not copiedas one moves up the proof tree, but instead are shared (additively) betweenbranches. This gives an immediate exponential time limit to the machine,since the propositional structure of �rst-order MALL gives rise to at most asingle exponential number of leaves of the proof tree.



Deciding Provability of Linear Logic Formulas4.3 First Order Multiplicative Linear LogicThe same proof system used to show the decidability of �rst order MALL [35]can be used to show that �rst order MLL is decidable. In fact, this proceduregenerates �rst order MLL proofs that are at most polynomial size. Thus onecan guess and check an entire �rst order MLL proof in polynomial time. Inother words, �rst order MLL is in np. The propositional hardness result for thepurely propositional case can be used to show that �rst order MLL is np-hard,and thus np-complete.5 Other FragmentsThere are many related problems of interest. A few representative `nice' frag-ments and some other interesting cases are sketched here.5.1 Multiplicative-Exponential Linear LogicThe multiplicative-exponential (MELL) fragment is currently of unknown com-plexity. By Petri net reachability encodings [8, 18, 38, 9, 16], it must be atleast expspace-hard. Although Petri net reachability is decidable, there isno known encoding of MELL formulas in Petri nets. A proof of decidabilityof MELL may therefore lead to a new proof of the decidability of Petri netreachability, and therefore be of independent interest. More e�ort has beenfruitlessly expended on the decidability of MELL than any other remainingopen problems in this area.5.2 Higher-Order Linear LogicAmiot has shown that MLL (andMALL) with �rst and second order quanti�ersand appropriate function symbols is undecidable [1, 2].In recent work, pure second order intuitionistic MLL (IMLL2) has beenshown to be undecidable, through the encoding of second order intuitionisticlogic [34]. The key point is that it is possible to encode contraction andweakening using second order formulas.C �= 8X:X��(X 
X)W �= 8X:X��1[� `LJ2 �]�=C;C; C;W; [�] `IMLL2 [�]C encodes contraction andW encodes weakening. A second-order intuitionisticlogic (LJ2) sequent can be translated directly into IMLL2, and by adding



Patrick Lincolnenough copies of C and W one can preserve provability. By the undecidabilityof LJ2 shown in [37, 15], IMLL2 is undecidable. This result can be extendedto show the undecidability of pure second order IMALL, but has not yet beenextended to pure second order MLL. The decision problem for second orderMLL where quanti�ers cannot be instantiated with quanti�ed formulas is alsostill open. This latter fragment could correspond to the logic of a polymorphictype system for a programming language.5.3 Intuitionistic FragmentsFor all of the main fragments considered above, the complexity of the decisionproblem is unchanged when moving from the full two sided sequent calculus tothe Intuitionistic version, where the right-hand side is restricted to a single for-mula (and ............................................................................................... is replaced by �� in the multiplicatives, and negated propositionsare disallowed). However, for the case of second order MLL and second orderMALL no result is known, although IMLL2 and IMALL2 are known to beundecidable. In some of the more restricted cases the intuitionistic restrictiondoes e�ect expressiveness [23]5.4 OthersThe !;
 propositional fragment, allowing arbitrary two sided sequents of propo-sitional formulas using only ! and 
, has been shown to be decidable and non-trivial (np-hard) [14]. This fragment is of interest as it relates to full MELL.The Horn fragment of MLL is np-complete, and that the purely implicativefragment built from only �� and the single constant ? is np-complete [26].Many fragments of linear logic with a single propositional literal (and noconstants) match the complexity of the corresponding constant-only fragments,which in turn match the complexity of the propositional fragments with arbi-trary numbers of propositional symbols. This has been shown for full linearlogic, MALL, MLL, and MELL [26]. For example, full propositional linearlogic is undecidable. Therefore, constant-only linear logic is undecidable, asis single-literal propositional linear logic. Of particular interest are the resultsabout MELL, where these results show that the reachability problem for arbi-trary Petri nets can be encoded in single-literal MELL. In fact, further, Petrinet reachability can be encoded in the fragment containing only !, ��, and asingle propositional symbol. It is remarkable that the decidability of this verysmall fragment is still open.Independently, Danos and Winkler have both shown that the constant-onlyadditive-exponential linear logic evaluates in linear time. Even if multiplicativeconstants are allowed this same result holds. In this fragment there are onlyeight `values': ?, 1, ?1, !?, >, 0, ? � 1, and ?&1. It happens that all



Deciding Provability of Linear Logic Formulasexpressions involving only the multiplicative and additive constants, and theadditive and exponential connectives is equivalent, up to provability, of oneof these eight formulas. For example, !> = 1, !?1 = 1, !(? � 1) = 1, and?&(?� 1) = ?.A variant of MELL without unrestricted exchange (commutativity), butwith the additional property that exponentials can commute (and thus expo-nentials enjoy all the structural rules, while other formulas exhibit none) hasbeen studied [47, 32]. It has been found to be undecidable by encoding Turingmachine tapes directly in the sequent [32]. Since the sequent comma is notcommutative, the entire state of the tape including the current state of themachine and position of the read head is immediately apparent from a sequentencoding. Instructions are encoded as exponential formulas that are copiedand then commute to their location of application, where they are applied tochange the state of the tape. However, noncommutative variants of linear logichave some problematic aspects, and there are some seemingly arbitrary choicesto be made, so these fragments are somewhat speculative.Variants of linear logic with unrestricted weakening (sometimes called A�neLogic) have also been studied [32, 7]. Here again the logics are somewhat spec-ulative, although there is a close relationship with direct logic [27, 11]. Somefragments of linear logic with weakening have the same complexity as thesame fragment without weakening. For example, just as for linear logic, full�rst-order a�ne logic is undecidable, as can be seen by the fact that Girard'sencoding of classical logic into linear logic [17] is also sound and complete as atranslation into a�ne logic. Some fragments of a�ne logic are easier to decidethan their linear counterpart. For example, propositional a�ne logic is decid-able [28], where propositional linear logic is not [32]. Finally, some fragmentsof a�ne logic are harder to decide than their linear counterpart. For example,the extended Horn fragment +HL is (pspace-complete) in a�ne logic, but(np-complete) in linear logic [23].Finally, variants of linear logic with unrestricted contraction are very simi-lar to relevance logic [3]. Urquhart has shown that some propositional variantsare undecidable, and has studied other fragments [45, 46]. However, the resultsregarding relevance logic are very di�erent in character than those describedabove, since they rely in an essential way on a distributivity that appears inrelevance logic but does not appear in linear logic.6 ConclusionsThis survey has sketched the basic approaches used in the study of the com-plexity of deciding linear logic formulas. This area has led to some new un-derstanding of the fragments in question, and has pointed out some gaps in



Patrick Lincolncurrent understanding. Of the remaining open problems, perhaps the decid-ability of propositional MELL and the decidability of pure second-order MALLare of the most interest.There are some surprisingly rich fragments of linear logic, and surpris-ingly few di�erences between the complexity of many fragments at the �rstorder, propositional, and constant-only levels. For example, even constant-only full linear logic is undecidable (as are the �rst-order and propositionalfragments), and �rst-order MLL, propositional MLL, and constant-only MLLare all np-complete. However, MALL is pspace-complete at the constant-onlyand propositional levels, but is nexptime-complete at the �rst-order level.This area of study is directly relevant to the logic-programming use of linearlogic, where linear logic sequents are taken to be logic programs which executeby performing proof search [20, 5, 4, 19]. This area of research is also directlyrelevant to the construction of linear logic theorem provers [40, 44, 35, 6, 11,10, 41]. The results here also lead into the study of semantics of linear logic,pointing to deep connections between various fragments of linear logic andfamiliar structures from computer science [12, 29, 30]. In particular, work hasprogressed in attempting to �nd viewpoints where the proof theory of linearlogic can be viewed as a machine. For example, Kanovich's results derive fromhis view of fragments of linear logic as acyclic programs with stack. Turingmachines can be seen as described above in special �rst-order encodings, butvarious counter or Minsky machines can be seen as somewhat more directinterpretation of the propositional fragments.Finally, readers should not interpret the above results negatively: the factthat linear logic is expressive is an important feature. Classical logic is degen-erate in its small number of well-behaved fragments of di�erent complexity.Linear logic's rich structure simply provides more detail than many other log-ics. This detail negates the possibility of simple decision procedures, but cancarry important information regarding computational content, where otherlogics record only simple binary results. That is, linear logic is not about\Truth"; it is about computation.References[1] Amiot. Decision Problems for Second Order Linear Logic Without Expo-nentials. Draft, 1990.[2] G. Amiot. Uni�cation et logique du second ordre. PhD thesis, Universit�eParis 7 (Denis Diderot), 1994.[3] Anderson, A.R. and N.D. Belnap, Jr. Entailment. Volume 1. PrincetonUniversity Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1975.
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